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ABSTRACT
Grass species differ in many aspects of inflorescence architecture, but in most cases the genetic basis

of the morphological difference is unknown. To investigate the genes underlying the morphology in one
such instance, we undertook a developmental and QTL analysis of inflorescence differences between the
cereal grain foxtail millet and its presumed progenitor green millet. Inflorescence differences between
these two species are the result of changes in primary branch number and density, spikelet number, and
bristle (sterile branchlet) number; these differences also account for inflorescence variation within the
clade of 300� species that share the presence of bristles in the inflorescence. Fourteen replicated QTL
were detected for the four inflorescence traits, and these are suggested to represent genes that control
differences between the species. Comparative mapping using common markers from rice and maize
allowed a number of candidate genes from maize to be localized to QTL regions in the millet genome.
Searches of regions of the sequenced rice genome orthologous to QTL regions on foxtail millet identified
a number of transcription factors and hormone pathway genes that may be involved in control of inflores-
cence branching.

GRASSES (Poaceae) are important economically maize are highly unusual within the grasses, and thus
its developmental evolution may not be representativeand ecologically and feed the world either directly

via grain crops or indirectly as the primary fodder of of other grass species. In contrast, other cereal domesti-
cation events have involved a greater number of inflo-most livestock. Inflorescence architecture is one of the

most useful and conspicuous characteristics for distin- rescence characteristics that vary among related wild
species. We were interested to investigate morphologicalguishing among the �10,000 species, and variation in

inflorescence architecture is important in determining changes in a wild-domesticate pair in which the domesti-
cate is morphologically similar to multiple wild species.yield of cereal grains. Even among closely related species

the structure of the inflorescence may vary in the num- Study of domestication in such a pair of species might
shed light not only on the process of domestication, butber of branches, the number of orders of branching,

and the extent of elongation of various axes (Kellogg also on morphological diversification in general.
We have examined the domesticated crop foxtail mil-2000; Doust and Kellogg 2002). To understand the

evolution of these phenotypes, we need to characterize let (Setaria italica) and its close relative and presumed
wild progenitor, green millet (S. viridis), which arethem carefully and identify the genes that underlie

them. grasses in the subfamily Panicoideae, tribe Paniceae.
They are in the same subfamily as maize, sugar cane,The most complete source of information on genes

controlling inflorescence development in grasses comes and sorghum, but in a different tribe, having diverged
from the maize lineage roughly 28 million years agofrom studies on the model system, maize. Many genes

have been found to affect inflorescence development (Gaut and Doebley 1997). Foxtail millet is an impor-
in maize and these are all possible candidates for the tant crop in China, and green millet is one of the world’s
control of inflorescence morphology in other grass spe- worst weeds of arable land (Harlan 1992). Domestica-
cies. However, several aspects of the morphology of tion of foxtail millet led to the production of much

larger inflorescences with a more complex branching
pattern, as well as a reduction in basal (tillering) and
axillary vegetative branching (Harlan 1992; Doust and1Corresponding author: Department of Biology, 1 University Blvd.,

University of Missouri, St. Louis, MO 63121. Kellogg 2002; Doust et al. 2004).
E-mail: adoust@umsl.edu Some of the same changes during domestication are

2Present address: Departments of Crop and Soil Sciences and Plant
also seen in the domestication of maize from its wildBiology, University of Georgia, Miller Plant Sciences Bldg., Athens,

GA 30602. progenitor teosinte, and quantitative trait locus (QTL)
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studies of crosses between maize and teosinte have re- often many more bristles than spikelets, especially in
green millet.vealed five major regions of the genome controlling

To determine the number—and ultimately the iden-differences between the two species (Doebley and Stec
tity—of genes controlling the developmental charac-1991, 1993). Later analyses of mutants and gene expres-
ters, we have used QTL analysis of differences in inflo-sion identified teosinte branched1 as causing differences
rescence structure between foxtail and green millet. Webetween teosinte and maize (Doebley et al. 1997), with
have then exploited the colinearity of grass genomesnoncoding regions upstream of the gene being under
to identify a likely subset of candidate genes for theseselection (Clark et al. 2004). Increased expression of
differences (Gale and Devos 1998; Hake and Roche-tb1 in maize relative to its wild progenitor influences
ford 2004). To localize genes of interest we have usedinflorescence architecture and sex expression and re-
common markers among foxtail millet, maize, and ricepresses lateral vegetative branch elongation (Hubbard
genomes. Cross-species comparisons are feasible be-et al. 2002). However, in a previous study, we found that
cause the millet genome is broadly colinear with ricetb1 plays only a minor role in controlling vegetative
and maize (Devos et al. 1998; Wang et al. 1998).branching in foxtail millet (Doust et al. 2004).

Our previous work has identified several QTL of ma-We have previously characterized the development of
jor effect that control vegetative branching (Doust etboth foxtail and green millet (Doust and Kellogg
al. 2004); for each of these QTL we have hypotheses of2002). Both species produce sterile inflorescence
candidate genes. Here we describe QTL that controlbranches, commonly called bristles. These generally ter-
inflorescence branching, compare their location to thatminate the various inflorescence axes and also appear
of vegetative QTL, and suggest possible candidate genes.to be approximately paired with spikelets (Figures 1–3;

Doust and Kellogg 2002).
The differences between inflorescences of green and

MATERIALS AND METHODSfoxtail millet can be ascribed to variation in the number
and density of primary branches, the number of orders Mapping: A genetic map of a cross between foxtail millet

(S. italica acc. B100) and green millet (S. viridis acc. A10)of branching, and the extent of spikelet suppression
using RFLP markers was previously constructed at the John(Doust and Kellogg 2002). These differences appear
Innes Center (Norwich, United Kingdom; Wang et al. 1998).

at varying stages during inflorescence development. The original molecular map used 160 RFLP probes, consisting
Variation in the number of primary branches occurs of anonymous foxtail millet, pearl millet, and wheat genomic

clones and two known-function clones identifying the waxyearly in development, reflecting the number of lateral
and carboxypeptidase loci (Wang et al. 1998). Additional riceprimordia produced by the inflorescence meristem
probes were added to investigate the synteny of foxtail millet(greater numbers in foxtail than in green millet; Figures with rice, giving a map containing 257 loci and spanning 1050

1, A–C and 2A). Variation in how many orders of cM (Devos et al. 1998). For the QTL analysis, 119 of these
branches are initiated occurs at intermediate stages of markers were chosen to cover the genome at �10-cM intervals.

F3 offspring selfed from 120 of the original 127 F2 plants weredevelopment, with approximately five orders of branch-
used to evaluate the number and location of QTL controllinging in green millet (Figure 1, C and D) and up to eight
the morphological characters distinguishing the two parents.

orders of branching in foxtail millet (Figure 2, B–D). Additional RFLP markers from maize were added to the
Each branch initiates meristems that will differentiate original map using 23 probes from University of Missouri-

Columbia, a maize tb1 cDNA clone kindly provided by J. Doe-into spikelets (containing two florets) or elongated ster-
bley, and probes amplified from foxtail millet using primersile branchlets (bristles), as well as higher-order branch
for terminal ear1 (te1; White and Doebley 1999), phytochromeaxes (Figure 1, C–E). The last branch to be initiated B (Mathews et al. 2000), knotted1 (kn1; unpublished primers

terminates in either a spikelet or a sterile branchlet. provided by Anthony Verboom, University of Missouri-St.
Suppression of some initiated spikelets occurs later in Louis), barren stalk1 (ba1; unpublished primers provided by

Andrea Gallavotti, University of California at San Diego), anddevelopment (Figure 1G). Variation in density of pri-
branched silkless1 (bd1; Chuck et al. 2002). Southern hybridiza-mary branches is the result of differential elongation of
tions were performed against restricted F2 DNA of the originalthe main axis late in development, which continues to S. italica acc. B100 � S. viridis acc. A10 population (Devos et

occur as the inflorescence emerges from the sheath al. 1998; Wang et al. 1998). Marker data were scored by two
people separately and then results were cross-checked. Posi-(Figures 1, E and F and 2, E and F).
tion of these markers on the genetic map was establishedWhen first initiated, spikelets and bristles appear to
using the two- and three-point linkage routines in Mapmakerbe paired (Figure 3) and, if all spikelets grew to maturity, version 3 (Lander et al. 1987).

the numbers of spikelets and bristles would be approxi- QTL trials: Multiple replicates of the 120 F2:3 families were
mately equal. However, a number of spikelets cease de- grown in four separate trials in a climate-controlled green-

house at UM-St. Louis. Trials 1 and 2 were at a high densityvelopment and persist as tiny rudiments (Figure 1G).
of 5 plants of each family per pot while trials 3 and 4 had 15This failure of development may happen to spikelets at
plants per family at a lower density of 1 plant per pot. Thevarious stages and, in some cases, cessation of growth position of the pots was randomized to minimize the effect

of the spikelets is so early that it is difficult to recognize of differences in light intensity and other environmental vari-
ables within the greenhouse. Trials 1 and 3 were grown inthe structures as spikelets. The result is that there are
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May–June (early summer) of 2000 and 2001, respectively, and trials taken together was analyzed using the module JZmapqtl
(Basten et al. 2002). The joint analysis allows an estimate oftrials 2 and 4 were grown in July–August (late summer) of

2000 and 2002, respectively. Soil, fertilizer, and water condi- the amount of genetic by environmental (G � E) interaction
between the trial values for each trait and provides a measuretions were standardized, and a 16-hr day length was maintained

by artificial lighting when necessary. Trials 2 and 4 had both a of both the main and the interaction effects of detected QTL.
Significance thresholds for QTL for individual and jointhigher natural light intensity and higher average temperatures

than trials 1 and 3, owing to the later growing time, although CIM analyses were calculated by 1000 permutations of the
original data, using the same parameter settings as for thetemperatures in both trials were kept between 25� and 35�.

Measurement of phenotypic traits: Plants were harvested original analysis (Churchill and Doerge 1994; Doerge and
Churchill 1996). To strike a balance between detection ofafter the seeds had ripened, and measurements were taken

of the inflorescence that terminated the primary culm. All true QTL and a high rate of acceptance of false positive results,
chromosome-wide significance levels at P � 0.05 were usedplants in trials 1 and 2 and five randomly chosen plants for

each family in trials 3 and 4 were measured. Primary branch to declare the presence of QTL. The chromosomes differed
in the number and density of markers, and thus the criticaldensity was estimated by counting the number of primary

inflorescence branches in a 1-cm region in the middle of the LOD score values for P � 0.05 differed among them. Permuta-
tion tests gave critical LOD score values per chromosomeinflorescence axis. Multiplication of this number by the length

of the inflorescence (measured from the inflorescence tip to similar to those of a Bonferroni correction based on the total
number of independent comparisons (after correcting forthe most basal branch that produces fertile spikelets) gives an

estimate of the number of primary branches per inflorescence. linkage between markers on a particular chromosome; Chev-
erud 2001). A more stringent genome-wide significance levelWe verified the reliability of this approach by establishing a

significant correlation (P � 0.01; R 2 � 0.34) between the of P � 0.05 was also calculated. The identification of QTL
based on multiple chromosome-wide significance levels willestimated number of primary branches and the actual num-

ber; the actual number was determined by counting all pri- increase type I error compared to the genome-wide level be-
cause nine different tests are being performed (one for eachmary branches for 184 randomly selected inflorescences of

various sizes. The numbers of spikelets and bristles were mea- chromosome), but will also increase the probability of identi-
fying more true QTL (Cheverud 2001).sured for one primary branch from each inflorescence (taken

from the middle of the inflorescence). Because approximately In this study, we focused primarily on QTL for a particular
phenotypic trait that were found in both high- and low-densityone bristle and one spikelet per order of branching are pro-

duced (Figure 3; Doust and Kellogg 2002), the number of trials. This is because our interest is in QTL that may represent
genes explaining species differences, which we expect to pro-bristles can be used as a surrogate for the number of orders

of branching of the primary branch (Figures 1D, 2D, and 3). duce the same phenotype under multiple environmental con-
ditions. By this approach we are ignoring QTL and, by exten-Data management: Means were calculated for each trait for

each of the families in each trial. To construct mean high- sion, genes that are important under certain environmental
conditions (as represented by the different densities and grow-and low-density trait values, means per family were calculated

for combined high-density (trials 1 and 2) and combined low- ing times).
It was not possible to directly measure transgressive segrega-density (3 and 4) trials. The means of both the individual

and the two density trial averages were tested for normality tion (the extent to which the range of values of the hybrid
populations exceeded that of the two parents) in the high-(Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P � 0.05; SPSS 2001) and trans-

formed where necessary. and low-density trials, because the parents of the cross were
grown in only trials 2 and 4. However, the parental and hybridQTL detection: We investigated QTL (1) from each trial

individually (referred to here as individual QTL), (2) with the ranges were examined for evidence of transgressive segrega-
tion in those individual trials.trials combined by density (high-density QTL vs. low-density

QTL), and (3) with all four individual trials analyzed together Additive and dominance effects: The additive effect of each
QTL changes the phenotypic value away from the overall mean(joint QTL). Most results presented here reflect analyses of

the high- vs. low-density trials, but other analyses are presented of the parental values (the midpoint of the distance between
the mean for foxtail millet and that for green millet) andwhere appropriate. QTL were detected using composite inter-

val mapping (CIM), as implemented in QTLCartographer toward the mean of one parent or the other. Dominance
effects are detected by examining the phenotypes of individu-(Basten et al. 2002). CIM tests the hypothesis that a QTL is

present in an interval between two adjacent markers, while at als heterozygous for markers at a particular QTL. Heterozy-
gotes are expected to have phenotypic values correspondingthe same time controlling for the effects of segregating QTL

elsewhere in the genome (Rieseberg et al. 2003a). Back- to the mean of the parental values; deviation from the mean
indicates a dominant effect at or near that marker. The signground markers were selected at P � 0.05, and five background

parameters were included as cofactors in each CIM model. of the effect indicates the direction of change in the pheno-
type; in this study, a positive sign indicates an increase and aTests were made at 2.0-cM intervals and a window size of 10

cM was used to exclude flanking markers from the search negative sign a decrease in the trait value.
Additive effects are presented for each of the replicatedfor new QTL. Data were also analyzed by multiple interval

mapping, using the recommended information criterion 1 QTL in the high- and low-density trials. It was not possible
to measure the extent to which the additive effects for thewith a threshold of 0.0 for acceptance of new QTL (Basten

et al. 2002). This gave qualitatively similar results, so only the replicated QTL explained the parental differences, because
parents were grown in only trials 2 and 4. The range of valuesCIM results are presented here. Individual and high- and low-

density averages were analyzed for CIM using the program of the F2:3 population means in the high- and low-density trials
was compared with the sum of the absolute values of themodule Zmapqtl (Basten et al. 2002). Where multiple QTL

were detected in close proximity, they were accepted only additive effects (�|A|) of the replicated QTL. If combinations
of all positive or all negative additive effects are sufficient towhen the LOD score dip between the QTL peaks was �1 LOD

interval (Basten et al. 2002). QTL in high- and low-density explain the observed phenotypic extremes, then the range of
values of the hybrids should be equal to twice �|A|. Trans-trials were considered to be identical if their 1-LOD support

intervals overlapped and the sign of their additive effects was gressive segregation for a trait can be inferred when the range
of the hybrid values exceeds twice �|A|.the same. In addition, a joint analysis of each trait for all four
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Figure 1.—Developmental stages and mature morphology of the inflorescence in green millet (S. viridis). (A) Inflorescence
meristem, with sheathing leaf base. (B) Inflorescence meristem initiating primary branch primordia. (C) Inflorescence with
many primary branches, each of which has produced up to four more orders of branching. The higher-order branch primordia
at the distal end of the inflorescence are differentiating into spikelets and bristles. (D) A piece of an inflorescence, showing a
number of primary branches with differentiating spikelets and bristles. (E) A mature inflorescence showing spikelets and bristles.
(F) A mature plant of green millet, with multiple tillers and axillary branches, each tipped with an inflorescence. (G) A primary
branch at maturity showing a mature spikelet with several bristles and two rudimentary spikelets. M, meristem; 1, primary branch;
spk, spikelet; br, bristle; rdspk, rudimentary spikelet. Bars, 50 �m (A and B), 500 �m (C), 50 �m (D), 5 mm (E), 7 cm (F), and
500 �m (G).

Epistasis: The program Epistacy (Holland 1998) was used 2004) and GRAMENE (Ware et al. 2002a,b) were used to
identify genes that had mutant phenotypes in which inflores-to identify digenic epistatic interactions by examining each

pair of markers for each trait and testing for a significant cence branching was affected. Several of these genes, includ-
ing ba1, bd1, zea floricaula leafy1 (zfl1), and luminidependens (ainteraction term. Because of the large number of comparisons

that must be made for each trait, a Bonferroni correction to marker closely linked to tassel seed4, ts4) were screened for
RFLP polymorphisms between the parents and, in the case ofthe P � 0.05 significance level was applied so that overall

significant interactions were reported at P � 1.0 � 10�5 ba1 and bd1, were mapped.
Identification of candidate genes from the rice genome:(Rieseberg et al. 2003a).

Comparative mapping: To identify possible candidate genes Common markers mapped on both the foxtail millet and rice
genomes (Devos et al. 1998) were used to delimit regions thatfrom maize, we used markers mapped on both maize and

foxtail millet to define intervals on the maize map that corre- contained the identified QTL. These regions were in most
cases covered by a number of unassembled contigs. Each ofspond to QTL regions in foxtail millet. Where regions between

common markers were larger than the 1-LOD confidence these contigs was scanned using FgeneSH (Salamov and Sol-
ovyev 2000), and open reading frames (ORFs) were trans-intervals of the QTL, the entire region on the maize map was

searched for candidate genes. MaizeGDB (Lawrence et al. lated and BLASTed against ORFs from other contigs from the
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Figure 2.—Developmental stages and mature morphology of the inflorescence in foxtail millet (S. italica). (A) Inflorescence
of foxtail millet with many primary branches, each of which has initiated further orders of branching. (B) Distal end of
inflorescence, showing initiation of primary and secondary branches. (C) Basal end of inflorescence showing initiation of primary,
secondary, and tertiary branches. (D) Primary branch late in development showing many orders of branching (�8). Spikelets
and bristles are just starting to differentiate. (E) Mature inflorescence of foxtail millet with very tightly packed spikelets and
short bristles. (F) A plant of foxtail millet, with three tillers but no axillary branches. 1, 2, and 3, primary, secondary, and tertiary
branches. Bars, 500 �m (A), 50 �m (B–D), 2 cm (E), and 15 cm (F).

same QTL region to reduce redundancies (Altschul et al. RESULTS
1997). The final data set of translated proteins for each region

Phenotypic traits: The distribution of phenotypic val-was BLASTed against the NCBI database (Altschul et al.
1997). Hits with eV � 10�7 were evaluated, and possible candi- ues for each trait in each trial was, in general, positively
date genes were identified. Where annotated chromosomes skewed, so that the tail of the distribution to the right
for the rice genome were available, these were searched di- of the mean (increasing in value) was greater than that
rectly for candidate genes, using the intervals defined by the

to the left (Figure 4). Natural log transformation ofcommon markers between foxtail millet and rice.
trait means significantly improved the normality of theA dual approach was also used, identifying the location of

orthologs of developmentally important maize genes on the distributions, with all traits assessed as normal in a one-
rice genome and then using common markers between the sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (SPSS 2001).
rice and millet genomes to identify whether the presumed The parents of the cross were grown as part of the
orthologous regions on the millet genome would contain the

experimental design in trials 2 and 4 (high density andorthologs. This enabled greater precision in placement of
low density, respectively). Differences in mean trait val-genes relative to QTL because there is greater coverage of

the millet genome with rice markers than with maize markers. ues between the two parents were consistent in sign
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Figure 3.—Electron micrograph and line-drawing interpre-
tation of the orders of branching in a primary branch of
Setaria. In early development, each order of branch axes has
approximately one spikelet and one bristle; 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
denote primary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary, and quinternary
branch axes, respectively; circles represent spikelets; asterisks
represent bristles. Bar, 50 �m.

between high- and low-density trials; primary branch
number, spikelet number, and bristle number were
greater in foxtail millet as opposed to green millet, while
the reverse was true for primary branch density (Figure
5). The difference in spikelet and bristle number be-
tween foxtail and green millet was greater at low density
than at high density, while the reverse was true for pri-
mary branch number and density. Primary branch num-
ber and density were not significantly different for either
species at low density, but were at high density (P �

Figure 4.—Histograms showing distribution of F2:3 means0.05). Spikelet and bristle number were significantly
(untransformed) for the four phenotypic traits.different at both densities for both species. These obser-

vations suggest that, in general, both species respond
in a similar manner to changes in planting density, were also significant at the more stringent genome level
although there is variation in the magnitude of the of P � 0.05. The 71 QTL found at the chromosome
differences in trait values. significance level of P � 0.05 were compared between

Transgressive segregation was seen in almost all traits, high- and low-density trials to identify those that were
with the hybrid range exceeding the parental range in overlapping and could represent the same gene or
all cases except for spikelet number in trial 4. The extent genes. We found 14 replicated QTL, 3 each for primary
to which the hybrid range exceeded the parental range branch number and primary branch density, 6 for spike-
varied greatly, both among traits and among trials (Fig- let number, and 2 for bristle number (Table 1). Because
ure 6). we were looking for QTL that accounted for differences

The overall means per trial of the F2:3 populations between the two species, rather than differences be-
were significantly greater for low planting density than tween environments, we focused on these replicated
for high planting density for all four traits (univariate QTL and did not consider further the QTL found in
ANOVA, P � 0.001). only one trial. The QTL that were replicated in position

QTL detected: The CIM approach, using a chromo- and direction of additive effect at high and low densities
some significance level of P � 0.05, found 33 QTL in can be interpreted as identifying genomic regions re-
the high-density and 38 QTL in the low-density trials. sponsible for differences between the parents indepen-

dent of environment. Some of the QTL for differentOf these, 5 in the high density and 12 in the low density
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Figure 6.—Transgressive segregation in trials 2 (high den-
sity) and 4 (low density) as evidenced by the greater range of
hybrid population means vs. the parental means (data natural
log transformed). PBN, primary branch number; PBD, pri-
mary branch density; SPK, spikelet number per primary
branch; BR, bristle number per primary branch.

ture of alleles for that trait, some acting to change the
phenotype toward that of one of the parents while oth-
ers act to change the phenotype toward the otherFigure 5.—Differences in phenotypic means (untrans-

formed) for green and foxtail millet parents at high and low parent.
planting density. The hybrid range was compared to double the sum

of the absolute values of the additive effects (�|A|) (the
sum of the absolute values of the additive effects is

traits overlap, suggesting that individual QTL may have doubled because the range spans both sides of the over-
effects on more than one trait (Table 1; Figure 7). all mean). �|A| explains only between 38 and 81% of

Joint analyses for each trait across the four individual the hybrid range in the high-density trial and between
trials found six significant QTL at the genome signifi- 50 and 88% in the low-density trial (Table 1). This
cance level of P � 0.05 (Table 2). Four of these had suggests that, as in trials 2 and 4, significant transgressive
significant main effects but nonsignificant G � E inter- segregation occurs in the high- and low-density trials.
actions and were in the same position as the replicated Dominance effects were generally much less than ad-
QTL for high- and low-density trials. The other two joint ditive effects, and the differences observed are in several
QTL had significant G � E interactions and did not cases below the power of this experimental design to
correspond in position to any replicated or nonrepli- unambiguously detect (Lander and Botstein 1989).
cated QTL from the high- and low-density trials or to Larger dominance effects were detected for several of
QTL identified in either of the individual high-density the spikelet QTL at both planting densities. The sign
trials (trials 1 and 2). However, one of the joint QTL of dominance effects was not always consistent between
with a significant G � E interaction, that for primary high- and low-density trials.
branch number on chromosome IV, is in the same posi- Epistasis: An analysis of digenic epistasis revealed 17
tion as QTL in both individual low-density trials (trials significant epistatic interactions between markers, oc-
3 and 4). The other joint QTL, that for bristle number curring exclusively in the high-density trials (Table 3).
near the centromere on chromosome V, is in the same In 9 cases one of the markers in the interaction was
position as a single QTL in one of the individual low- associated with a QTL; in 2 of these the QTL were found
density trials (trial 3). in both the high- and low-density trials, and in the other

Additive and dominance effects: The additive effects 7 cases the QTL were found in only one or the other
of QTL for primary branch density and bristle number of the density trials. In the remaining 7 cases neither
were all of the same sign (Table 1), corresponding to marker in the interaction was associated with a detected
lower density of branches and higher numbers of bristles QTL. In no case was there a significant interaction
in foxtail millet relative to green millet. Primary branch where both markers were associated with QTL. It is
number and spikelet number were also higher in foxtail noteworthy that the interactions were identified in only
millet relative to green millet, but the QTL had a mix- the high-density trial, where additive effects explained
ture of both positive and negative additive effects (Table less phenotypic variation than in the low-density trial.
1). QTL with additive effects of differing sign for a Candidate genes: We confirmed colinearity between

the millet and maize genomes, predicted from rice andparticular trait indicate that each parent contains a mix-
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TABLE 1

Replicated QTL detected at the chromosome-wide level of P � 0.05 in both high- and low-density trials

Trait High-density chromosome position A D R 2 (%) Low-density chromosome position A D R 2 (%)

PBN III-8 �0.11 �0.04 6.3 III-6 �0.08 �0.01 7.6
VII-5 �0.14 �0.02 8.1 VII-6 �0.06 �0.06 5.7
IX-6 �0.12 �0.02 5.0 IX-5* �0.11 �0.04 14.9

PBN % F2:3 range explained � 48.1% % F2:3 range explained � 60.2%

PBD IV-5 �0.07 �0.02 8.2 IV-5* �0.11 �0.01 15.3
VII-7 �0.07 �0.07 10.5 VII-7 �0.07 �0.02 6.7
IX-16 �0.04 �0.04 4.8 IX-16* �0.14 �0.02 23.1

PBD % F2:3 range explained � 47.4% % F2:3 range explained � 50.0%

SPK III-8 �0.11 �0.13 7.0 III-8 �0.08 �0.01 3.0
III-11 �0.17 �0.10 6.4 III-11* �0.16 �0.06 14.3
V-14 �0.12 �0.02 4.1 V-14 �0.07 �0.08 5.1
VIII-2 �0.10 �0.13 6.5 VIII-4 �0.05 �0.09 3.2
IX-4 �0.11 �0.14 5.1 IX-4 �0.07 �0.01 2.5
IX-14* �0.26 �0.25 23.5 IX-16* �0.25 �0.07 31.3

SPK % F2:3 range explained � 80.9% % F2:3 range explained � 88.3%

BR III-8* �0.17 �0.03 19.1 III-8* �0.17 �0.01 19.1
V-14 �0.09 �0.03 6.3 V-14* �0.20 �0.08 28.4

BR % F2:3 range explained � 37.7% % F2:3 range explained � 52.5%

An asterisk next to a QTL position denotes that it was significant at the more stringent genome level of P � 0.05. Positive
additive effects denote an increase in the value of the phenotypic trait; negative effects denote a decrease. PBN, primary branch
number; PBD, primary branch density; SPK, spikelet number per primary branch; BR, bristle number per primary branch;
chromosome position, chromosome and marker position closest to a QTL LOD score peak; A, additive effect; D, dominant
effect; R 2, percentage of the phenotypic variation explained; % F2:3 range explained, percentage of the F2:3 hybrid range that is
explained by � |A| � 2 (see materials and methods).

other cereal alignments, by placing 23 new RFLP mark- where it was found to be closely linked to the rice or-
tholog of zfl1.ers and four genes from maize on the millet genome

map. All markers fell into regions that would be pre- The position of a number of other candidate genes
for inflorescence variation was inferred using syntenydicted on the basis of synteny with other markers. In
between the millet, maize, and rice genomes. Of these,particular, we verified that millet chromosomes V and
good matches between QTL and potential gene positionIX, which contain many of the QTL affecting inflores-
were obtained for barren inflorescence2 (bif2) and ts4 (Fig-cence architecture, are indeed colinear with regions on
ure 5).maize chromosomes III and I, respectively, that also

We also examined regions of the sequenced rice ge-contain QTL for inflorescence architecture (Doebley
nome corresponding to the QTL regions on foxtail mil-and Stec 1991; Lukens and Doebley 1999). These
let, using common markers mapped on both the ricegenomic regions have been labeled “domestication re-
and the foxtail millet genomes to delimit appropriategions” (Doebley and Stec 1991).
rice genomic regions. We identified several hormoneWe hybridized clones of two potential candidate
biosynthesis pathway genes and many transcription fac-genes for inflorescence architecture that were polymor-
tors in the putatively colinear regions on rice. The ricephic between the two parents. A clone of bd1 was placed
genome was also used to map the position of candidateat the base of linkage group II, between markers rgr1789
genes from maize more precisely onto the millet ge-and psf360, and a clone of ba1 was placed on the long
nome.arm of linkage group V, between markers psm768 and

rgc385, both as predicted by synteny with the maize and
rice genomes (Figure 7). The clone of luminidependens

DISCUSSION(closely linked to ts4 in maize) did not identify polymor-
phisms between the parents and so could not be Phenotypic traits: The mean values for primary
mapped. The same was true for zfl1, but a closely linked branch number, spikelet number, and bristle number
marker identified through MAIZEGDB, umc44, was were higher for the foxtail millet parent than for the
mapped to the long arm of linkage group VII. The green millet parent, while those for primary branch

density were lower. However, at low densities, primaryposition of this marker in rice was checked via Gramene,
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TABLE 2 tions, but their presence suggests that genotype by envi-
ronment interactions are important in determining theQTL detected at the genome level of P � 0.05 by joint
absolute values of each trait. The results from the jointanalysis of the four individual trials
analysis of individual trials support this conclusion as
two of the six joint QTL detected had significant G �Chromosome

Trait position G � E A D E interactions and were in positions that differed from
the replicated high- and low-density QTL.PBN IV-4 * �0.03 �0.01

Spikelet and bristle number show a mixture of over-PBD IX-16 NS �0.06 0.02
lapping and separate QTL. Some overlapping QTL wereSPK IX-14 NS 0.21 0.10

BR III-8 NS 0.10 0.01 expected because both spikelet and bristle number re-
BR V-6 * 0.04 0.01 flect the number of orders of branching within each
BR V-14 NS 0.12 �0.01 primary branch, and developmental analyses indicate

that spikelets and bristles initiate in approximately equal* Significant at the genome level of P � 0.05; NS, not sig-
numbers. However, a proportion of the spikelets failnificant; G � E, genotype by environment interactions; other

abbreviations are as for Table 1. to develop to maturity, with green millet having more
undeveloped spikelets than foxtail millet. Cessation of
spikelet growth occurs later in development than initia-

branch number and density were not significantly differ- tion of branching and differentiation of primordia into
ent between the two parents. Primary branch density spikelets or bristles. This suggests that QTL for spikelet
was negatively correlated with spikelet and bristle num- number that overlap with QTL for bristle number repre-
ber, and observation of inflorescence development sug- sent regions for genetic control of branching within
gested that greater number of orders of branching in each primary branch, whereas nonoverlapping QTL for
each primary branch, with associated increases in spike- spikelet number may control spikelet development or
let and bristle number, necessitates more space for each suppression.
individual primary branch. This would lead to a de- It is possible that not all QTL affecting these traits
crease in the density of branches along the inflorescence have been detected, due to the relatively small popula-
axis in foxtail compared to green millet. This suggests tion of F2 plants on which the study is based (Beavis
an interaction between inflorescence axis elongation 1998). The effect of the small population size may also
and orders of branching within each primary branch, be responsible for the relatively broad 1-LOD intervals
but further study is needed to establish whether the for several of the detected QTL. The small population
basis of this interaction is genetic or the result of physical size potentially decreases the power to detect small but
stresses experienced during growth. significant changes in dominant effects (Lander and

There was a significant effect due to planting density Botstein 1989). However, the presence of such effects
for all traits, with larger mean trait values at low density. in replicated trials may support our inference of small
Together with the QTL results, this suggests that, as but real dominance effects for these QTL.
expected, variation between foxtail and green millet is Additive effects: QTL for primary branch, spikelet,
a combination of fixed species differences and variable and bristle number in the high- and low-density trials
environmental responses. had total additive effects consistent with higher values

Declared QTL: This study identifies 14 QTL that con- in foxtail millet, whereas primary branch density had
trol the major portion of variation in the four measured additive effects consistent with lower values in foxtail
phenotypic traits. In several cases, replicated QTL for relative to green millet. We did not expect that the
separate traits overlap, raising the possibility that they declared additive effects should explain all of the ob-
actually indicate a single locus with pleiotropic effects. served variation in each of the trials, as QTL that occur
Taking all instances where this could be the case reduces in only a single trial were excluded. However, the large
the set of QTL differentiating the species to �11. Thus, dominance effects observed for some of the identified
it is possible that only a small number of QTL may QTL, particularly in the high-density trials, suggest that
underlie the differences in inflorescence architecture additive effects are unlikely to explain all of the variation
between foxtail and green millet. observed.

The number of QTL controlling differences between Transgressive segregation was observed for all traits in
the species is expected to be an underestimate of the the trials in which the parents were grown. Transgressive
number of genomic regions responsible for the control segregation is commonly found in QTL studies and
of all variation in inflorescence traits. This is because has been interpreted as the result of combination of
only QTL that were replicated between high- and low- favorable alleles in the hybrids from both of the parents
density trials were considered, thus excluding the 43 (Rieseberg et al. 2003b). Transgressive segregation was
QTL that were unique to one or the other trial. These also indicated in the high- and low-density trials, and
unique QTL were excluded because they indicate gene in many cases the hybrid range exceeded that obtainable

by combination of favorable QTL alleles. The increaseeffects that occur only in certain environmental situa-
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TABLE 3

Digenic interactions calculated using Epistacy (Holland 1998)

Trait Locus1 QTL Locus2 QTL R 2 (%)

PBNHD PSF266 (VIII) — RGC746 (IX) Y 26
PBNHD RGC410 (VIII) — RGC746 (IX) Y 17
PBNHD RGR1789 (II) — RGR740 (VII) Y 21
PBDHD PSF46 (IX) — UGT737 (VI) — 22
PBDHD PSM425 (VIII) — RGC919.2 (V) — 18
PBDHD PSM757 (VIII) — RGC919.2 (V) — 18
PBDHD RGC119.2 (VII) Y RGC389 (VII) — 18
PBDHD RGC166 (VI) — RGR1943 (VI) — 28
SPKHD HHU33 (VI) — PSF121.2 (V) — 16
SPKHD PSF121.2 (V) — PSM671 (VI) — 18
SPKHD PSF278 (IV) — PSM108.1 (I) — 17
SPKHD PSF386 (V) — PSM706 (IX) Y 22
SPKHD PSM706 (IX) Y PSM768 (V) — 20
SPKHD PSM708 (I) — RGC597.1 (III) Y R 22
SPKHD PSM756 (VI) — RGC104.2 (VIII) Y R 23
BRHD PSF473.2 (VI) Y PSM56 (VII) — 22
BRHD PSM202 (V) — RGC41 (I) — 29

Results are reported only if the overall probability of interaction is P � 10�5. Locus1 and Locus2 are the
two markers for which an interaction is being tested; the chromosome on which each locus is found is in
parentheses following the locus name. QTL recognizes those loci that are associated with a QTL for that trait
and trial combination; Y denotes presence of QTL; R denotes presence of replicated QTL. Trait abbreviations
are as for Table 1; the suffix HD denotes the high-density trial. R 2, percentage of variation explained by the
digenic interaction.

in hybrid extreme values may be due to the exclusion for primary branch density and spikelet number. An-
other QTL for axillary branching near the centromereof QTL that were not replicated between the high- and

low-density trials or to the epistatic and dominance ef- on chromosome V is in the same general position as a
QTL identified from the joint analysis. It is possible thatfects that were detected.

Epistasis: All of the significant digenic epistatic effects these overlapping QTL represent the same genes, and
that therefore the same mechanisms govern vegetativebetween markers occurred at high density, where addi-

tive effects explained less of the phenotypic variation and inflorescence branching, but a rigorous test of this
hypothesis awaits fine mapping studies.than at low planting density. It was striking that in no

case were both markers associated with QTL and that Candidate genes: For genes to be considered candi-
date genes in this study they had to have a mutantin just under half of the cases neither marker was associ-

ated with a QTL. This suggests that epistatic control can phenotype in a model organism that was similar to some
aspect of the phenotypic differences between foxtailbe exerted by genes that do not by themselves have a

detectable phenotypic effect, indicating that a more and green millet, and they had to be localized to a
region of the genome (QTL) implicated in control ofcomplex model of interacting gene networks must exist

to mediate these responses (Lark et al. 1995). that phenotype. An example of such a gene is zea flori-
caula leafy1 (zfl1), a gene that is duplicated in maizeInflorescence vs. vegetative QTL: In a previous article

we discussed the position and possible candidate genes and affects variation in long branch number in the tassel
inflorescence (Bomblies et al. 2003). In addition, zfl1underlying QTL for vegetative branching in the same

F2:3 cross (Doust et al. 2004). That article discussed has been linked to a QTL in maize that affects inflores-
cence phyllotaxy and may act to increase the numberQTL found in the two low-density trials and used a

chromosome-wide significance level for declaring QTL of primary branches that are initiated, presumably by
increasing the size of the apical meristem (Bomblies etof P � 0.01 (a more stringent cutoff criterion than the

P � 0.05 level used in this article). Three QTL appear al. 2003). It also affects the transition to flowering and,
in rice, may affect panicle branching (Kyozuka et al.to be in similar positions in both the vegetative and the

inflorescence analysis. Two QTL for vegetative branch- 1998). It was not possible to map zfl1 directly, because
of the lack of polymorphisms between the parents. How-ing are in positions similar to replicated QTL for inflo-

rescence traits; one for tillering at the base of chromo- ever, in maize and rice it is closely linked to the RFLP
probe umc44, which was hybridized to the mapping fil-some III matches the broad position of a replicated QTL

for spikelet number, and one for axillary branching at ters and localized to foxtail millet chromosome VII. This
places the gene in close proximity to QTL for primarythe base of chromosome IX matches inflorescence QTL
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branch number and density on millet chromosome VII. mapped directly onto the millet genome; the mutant
phenotype of bd1 in maize causes indeterminate branchesThis gene appears to be a good candidate for control
to form instead of spikelets (Chuck et al. 2002), whileof primary branch number, as it confers a similar pheno-
that of ba1 causes a reduction or elimination of branchestypic effect in maize and in foxtail millet and apparently
and spikelets (Neuffer et al. 1997). Both genes thusmaps to two of the replicated QTL detected in foxtail
affect branching and therefore are candidates for varia-millet .
tion in branching in the millets. However, neither geneTasselseed4 is another candidate gene for which the
maps to one of the replicated or joint QTL. Bd1 mapsmutant phenotype of increased inflorescence branch-
to a position on millet chromosome II that does noting (Irish 1997) is similar to phenotypic variation in
have QTL for any of the measured traits, while ba1 mapsfoxtail and green millet and where the inferred position
to a position on chromosome V that is between theof the gene matches an identified QTL. It was not possi-
1-LOD intervals for spikelet and bristle number. Theble to map ts4 to the millet genome directly because
lack of close correspondence between bd1 or ba1 andthe gene has not yet been cloned, and a closely linked
the replicated QTL suggests that, although these genesmarker, luminidependens, was monomorphic between the
have mutant phenotypes that mimic the observed phe-parents of the cross. However, on the basis of compara-
notypic variation, these genes are not likely candidatestive mapping, using the common markers umc60 and
for differences in inflorescence branching between theumc321, ts4 is near a joint QTL for bristle number near
parents.the centromere on chromosome V. In this case, the

Several replicated QTL are in regions where no obvi-joint QTL was not matched by replicated high- and
ous candidate gene from maize is apparent. These in-low-density QTL, presumably because of a significant
clude QTL on chromosomes III and IV and the bottomgenotype by environment interaction. Ts4 affects deter-
of V. The failure to find candidate genes may be dueminacy of the spikelet pair meristem in maize, leading
to the inadequacy of the syntenic comparisons betweento proliferation of branches on which spikelet produc-
millet and maize in those regions or may be due to thetion is greatly delayed. We interpret the spikelet pair
presence of genes underlying these QTL that are notmeristem as simply another order of branching and
characterized in maize floral architecture or are notthus regard the ts4 mutant as having increased numbers
present in the orthologous regions of the maize ge-of orders of branching compared to wild type. Bristle
nome.number in foxtail millet is a measure of the number

To attempt to identify other possible genes we exam-of orders of branching; thus the QTL effect and the
ined sections of the rice genome that were presumedphenotype of ts4 match. More bristles (and thus more
orthologous to regions of the millet genome covered

orders of branching) are in foxtail than in green millet.
by QTL. Many transcription factors were identified, but,

Teosinte branched1 occurs in QTL for several traits in as the phenotypic effect of these genes is unknown, they
the comparison between maize and its wild relative, cannot as yet provide good candidate genes for this
teosinte (Doebley and Stec 1991; Doebley et al. 1995; study. Rice genomic regions colinear to QTL regions
Lukens and Doebley 1999), and its promoter region on chromosomes V, VI, and VII also include a variety
has been shown to have been under selection (Wang of auxin and gibberellin pathway mediators, including
et al. 1999; Clark et al. 2004). It is thus a good candidate semidwarf1, the so-called “green revolution” gene in rice
gene for involvement in domestication of foxtail millet. (Monna et al. 2002). Genes in the rice region colinear
Tb1 was found to be a relatively minor player in the to the QTL region on millet chromosome IX include a
control of vegetative branching in foxtail millet (Doust cytochrome P450 gene with high similarity to the lateral
et al. 2004), but on the basis of map position remains meristem proliferating gene SUPERSHOOT1, from Ara-
a candidate for control of inflorescence branching. bidopsis, and genes with high similarity to the Arabi-
However, the mutant phenotype of tb1 in maize bears dopsis AXR1 gene, all of which are involved in auxin
little resemblance to anything in foxtail or green millet. regulation (Stirnberg et al. 1999; Tantikanjana et al.
In maize, tb1 affects sex expression in the male inflores- 2001). This approach offers considerable promise in
cence (tassel), but is not involved in inflorescence identifying novel candidate genes but would be signifi-
branching or elongation or in spikelet differentiation cantly improved by better annotation of the rice ge-
or suppression (Hubbard et al. 2002). The two species nome. As this happens, we expect further candidate
of millet investigated here are, however, identical in sex genes from rice and maize to be identified.
expression, but differ in aspects of branching. Thus the The changes in inflorescence morphology seen be-
position of tb1 suggests it could underlie the QTL, but tween green and foxtail millet are the product of domes-
its mutant phenotype in maize does not support this tication, and it is likely that the selective pressure was for
hypothesis. increase in seed production (Harlan 1992). Although

Other possible candidate genes from maize that may such selection must have been the focus of all domestica-
be involved in inflorescence variation include branched tions of cereal grains, the phenotypic traits affected and

the genes thus acted upon are likely to differ in thesilkless1 (bd1) and barren stalk1 (ba1). Bd1 and ba1 were
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Bomblies, K., R.-L. Wang, B. A. Ambrose, R. J. Schmidt, R. B. Meeleydifferent domestication events. For example, compari-
et al., 2003 Duplicate FLORICAULA/LEAFY homologues zfl1

sons of foxtail millet with the closely related crop pearl and zfl2 control inflorescence architecture and flower patterning
in maize. Development 130: 2385–2395.millet (Pennisetum glaucum; Doust and Kellogg 2002)

Cheverud, J. M., 2001 A simple correction for multiple comparisonsshow that seed production per primary branch in pearl
in interval mapping genome scans. Heredity 87: 52–58.

millet increases only marginally over the presumed wild Chuck, G., M. Muszynski, E. Kellogg, S. Hake and R. J. Schmidt,
2002 The control of spikelet meristem identity by the branchedprogenitor (P. mollissimum), but that the inflorescences
silkless1 gene in maize. Science 298: 1238–1241.are much longer, with a concomitant increase in pri-

Churchill, G. A., and R. W. Doerge, 1994 Empirical threshold
mary branch number (Harlan 1992; Poncet et al. 1998, values for quantitative trait mapping. Genetics 138: 963–971.

Clark, R. M., E. Linton, J. Messing and J. F. Doebley, 2004 Pattern2000). This underscores the importance of careful selec-
of diversity in the genomic region near the maize domesticationtion of genes as potential candidates for phenotypic
gene tb1. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 101: 700–707.

variation and highlights the role that developmental Devos, K. M., Z. M. Wang, J. Beales, T. Sasaki and M. D. Gale,
1998 Comparative genetic maps of foxtail millet (Setaria italica)and QTL analysis can have in selecting candidate genes
and rice (Oryza sativa). Theor. Appl. Genet. 96: 63–68.for further analysis.

Doebley, J., and A. Stec, 1991 Genetic analysis of the morphological
Conclusions: This study represents an important first differences between maize and teosinte. Genetics 129: 285–295.

Doebley, J., and A. Stec, 1993 Inheritance of the morphologicalstep in understanding the control of inflorescence ar-
differences between maize and teosinte: comparison of resultschitecture diversification in millets, and the results are
for two F2 populations. Genetics 134: 559–570.

of value because they concentrate on repeatable QTL Doebley, J., A. Stec and C. Gustus, 1995 Teosinte branched1 and
the origin of maize: evidence for epistasis and the evolution ofacross high- and low-density trials. Our data show that
dominance. Genetics 141: 333–346.the inflorescence characteristics that differentiate two Doebley, J., A. Stec and L. Hubbard, 1997 The evolution of apical

millet species are each controlled by a small number of dominance in maize. Nature 386: 485–488.
Doerge, R. W., and G. A. Churchill, 1996 Permutation tests forloci. Previous developmental analyses have shown that

multiple loci affecting a quantitative character. Genetics 142:the characters distinguishing foxtail and green millet 285–294.
are similar to those distinguishing other species of Se- Doust, A. N., and E. A. Kellogg, 2002 Inflorescence diversification

in the panicoid “bristle grass” clade (Paniceae, Poaceae): evi-taria, Pennisetum, and Cenchrus (Doust and Kellogg
dence from molecular phylogenies and developmental morphol-2002). Among these species, much of the phenotypic ogy. Am. J. Bot. 89: 1203–1222.

variation involves inflorescence architecture, including Doust, A. N., K. M. Devos, M. D. Gadberry, M. D. Gale and E. A.
Kellogg, 2004 Genetic control of branching in foxtail millet.the numbers of primary branches, density of primary
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 101: 9045–9050.branches, numbers of orders of branching, and num- Gale, M. D., and K. M. Devos, 1998 Plant comparative genomics

bers of spikelets that fail to develop. We hypothesize after 10 years. Science 282: 656–659.
Gaut, B. S., and J. F. Doebley, 1997 DNA sequence evidence forthat the loci identified here are the same ones that

the segmental allotetraploid origin of maize. Proc. Natl. Acad.natural selection has affected during the evolution of Sci. USA 94: 68090–68094.
the 300� species of the Setaria-Pennisetum clade. This Hake, S., and T. Rocheford, 2004 Exploiting quantitative trait loci
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Harlan, J. R., 1992 Crops and Man. American Society of Agronomy

lations of closely related species such as pearl millet, as and Crop Science Society of America, Madison, WI.
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